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Abstract
The spatial distribution of oxygen in the interstellar medium of galaxies is the key to understanding how efﬁciently
metals that are synthesized in massive stars can be redistributed across a galaxy. We present here a case study in
the nearby spiral galaxy NGC 1365 using 3D optical data obtained in the TYPHOON Program. We ﬁnd systematic
azimuthal variations of the H II region oxygen abundance imprinted on a negative radial gradient. The 0.2dex
azimuthal variations occur over a wide radial range of 0.3–0.7R25 and peak at the two spiral arms in NGC 1365.
We show that the azimuthal variations can be explained by two physical processes: gas undergoes localized, sub-
kiloparsec-scale self-enrichment when orbiting in the inter-arm region, and experiences efﬁcient, kiloparsec-scale
mixing-induced dilution when spiral density waves pass through. We construct a simple chemical evolution model
to quantitatively test this picture and ﬁnd that our toy model can reproduce the observations. This result suggests
that the observed abundance variations in NGC 1365 are a snapshot of the dynamical local enrichment of oxygen
modulated by spiral-driven, periodic mixing and dilution.
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1. Introduction
The oxygen abundance of the interstellar medium (ISM) is
one of the key physical properties for understanding galaxy
evolution. The ISM oxygen abundance and distribution are
built up by various physical processes throughout a galaxy’s
evolutionary history. Star formation, nucleosynthesis, stellar
winds, outﬂows, and accretion can all change the ISM oxygen
abundance. Although these physical processes are often
coupled in complicated ways, chemical evolution models have
been able to place quantitative constraints on the key processes
driving galaxy evolution (e.g., Kobayashi et al. 2007; Davé
et al. 2011; Kobayashi & Nakasato 2011; Torrey et al. 2012;
Lilly et al. 2013; Zahid et al. 2014; Taylor & Kobayashi 2016).
Empirical relationships between the oxygen abundance of
star-forming galaxies and their physical properties have been
discovered on different physical scales in galaxies. The global
oxygen abundance correlates strongly with the galaxy stellar
mass, known as the “mass–metallicity relation” (Lequeux et al.
1979; Tremonti et al. 2004). The mass–metallicity relation has
been measured out to >z 2 and appears to evolve over cosmic
time (e.g., Yuan et al. 2013; Zahid et al. 2013; Sanders et al.
2015). On spatially resolved scales, the radial distributions of
the oxygen abundance in non-interacting galaxies can be
characterized by negative abundance gradients (Searle 1971;
Zaritsky et al. 1994). This appears to reﬂect the inside-out
formation history of the galactic disks. The slopes of this radial
abundance gradient are similar for all non-interacting galaxies
when normalized to their galaxy scale-length (e.g., effective or
iso-photal radii; Sánchez et al. 2014; Ho et al. 2015; Sánchez-
Menguiano et al. 2016b). Chemical evolution models suggest
that the stellar and gas masses, and the ratio of the two are
the key quantities driving the observed time evolution of the
mass–metallicity relation and the presence of the “common”
oxygen abundance gradient (Zahid et al. 2014; Ascasibar et al.
2015; Ho et al. 2015; Kudritzki et al. 2015).
The fundamental processes governing ISM chemical
enrichment operate on different scales. Oxygen is ﬁrst
produced mainly by high-mass stars (> M8 ), then blown to
parsec scales through winds or supernovae, and subsequently
dispersed to kiloparsec scales by time- and scale-dependent
mixing processes. For example, turbulent diffusion, Ray-
leigh–Taylor and Kelvin–Helmhotz instabilities, and super-
shell expansions of supernova remnants mix the ISM on sub-
kiloparsec scales (1–100Myr). Turbulent transport in differ-
entially rotating disks and bar can induce radial ﬂows that
further homogenize the ISM on kiloparsec scales (1 Gyr; see
Roy & Kunth 1995).
At any instance, the spatial distribution of the ISM
abundance represents a snapshot in time of the production
history and mixing processes. To the zeroth order, the spatial
distribution of oxygen abundance can be characterized by a
simple gradient. Deviations from the simple gradient in the
azimuthal direction could inform us on how oxygen produced
by massive stars is mixed with their neighboring ISM when
the gas and stars orbit in the galactic potential. The timescale
for differential rotation to chemically homogenize the ISM
in the azimuthal direction (1 Gyr) is longer than both the
oxygen production timescale (OB star lifetime; <10Myr)
and the timescales for mixing on sub-kiloparsec scales
(10–100Myr; Roy & Kunth 1995). Therefore, one expects to
observe some degree of azimuthal inhomogeneity of oxygen
abundance.
Probing azimuthal inhomogeneities of chemical abundances
has been attempted in the Milky Way and external galaxies.
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In the Milky Way, Balser et al. (2011) measured H II region
oxygen abundances and found that the slopes of the oxygen
abundance gradients differ by a factor of two in their three
Galactic azimuth angle bins. Signiﬁcant local iron abundance
inhomogeneities have also been observed with Galactic
Cepheids (Pedicelli et al. 2009; Genovali et al. 2014). In
nearby galaxies, spectroscopic studies of H II region oxygen
abundance have found little evidence for azimuthal variations,
i.e.,the intrinsic scatter around the best-ﬁt linear oxygen
abundance gradients is consistent with zero (Martin &
Belley 1996; Cedrés & Cepa 2002; Bresolin et al. 2009;
Bresolin 2011). In a few cases, tentative evidence for azimuthal
variations is reported (Kennicutt & Garnett 1996; Rosolowsky
& Simon 2008; Li et al. 2013; Kudritzki et al. 2016).
Measuring and characterizing the azimuthal variations of the
ISM oxygen abundance is challenging because there are large
systematic uncertainties (relative to the intrinsic azimuthal
variation) associated with determining ISM abundances,
especially when only strong emission lines are measured
(Kewley & Ellison 2008). Furthermore, long-slit and multi-
object spectroscopy studies usually pre-select bright H II
regions from narrowband images and provide a biased view
of azimuthal variations. The limited disk areal coverage of
many surveys have prevented a complete view of the oxygen
abundance distributions.
With the complete spatial coverage delivered by integral
ﬁeld spectroscopy (IFS), recent studies have shown evidence
that the oxygen abundance varies azimuthally, and there
appears to exist a spatial correlation between the azimuthal
variations and spiral structures (Sánchez-Menguiano et al.
2016a; Vogt et al. 2017, see also Cedrés et al. 2012 and Croxall
et al. 2016). Using Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE)
on the Very Large Telescope (VLT), Sánchez-Menguiano et al.
(2016a) show that the H II region oxygen abundances are
higher at the trailing edges and lower at the leading edges of the
spiral arms of NGC 6754. The Hα velocity ﬁeld is consistent
with radially outward streaming motion at the trailing edges of
the spiral arms and radially inward streaming motion at the
leading edges. Sánchez-Menguiano et al. (2016a) conclude that
it is the radial ﬂows on both sides of the spiral arms that drive
the azimuthal variations of oxygen abundance. Vogt et al.
(2017) present MUSE data of the compact group galaxy
HCG91c and show that, between about 0.5 and R0.8 25, the
oxygen abundance distribution correlates with the spiral arms.
Kreckel et al. (2016) ﬁnd that in NGC 628 the H II regions in
the inter-arm regions have oxygen abundances similar to those
on the spiral arms. However, their MUSE data only cover the
central region of NGC 628 ( R0.5 25).
The keys to detecting and correctly characterizing the
azimuthal variations of the oxygen abundance in galaxies are
complete spatial and spectral coverage. In this paper,
we measure the azimuthal variations of oxygen abundance in
the nearby spiral galaxy NGC 1365 using IFS data obtained in
the TYPHOON Program. We will show that NGC 1365
presents coherent variations of oxygen abundance, which
spatially correlate with the spiral structures. Although this is
not the ﬁrst time azimuthal variations of oxygen abundance
have been detected, NGC 1365 presents, to the best of our
knowledge, the largest and most pronounced azimuthal
variations known to date. We construct a simple chemical
evolution model to understand the underlying physical
processes governing the variations. We demonstrate that the
variations can be explained by a combination of localized, star-
formation-driven self-enrichment and large-scale mixing-dri-
ven dilution due to the passing of spiral density waves.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our
observations and data reduction. In Section 3, we introduce how
we measure emission line ﬂuxes and derive oxygen abundances.
Section 4 presents the key results of the paper, including the
pronounced azimuthal variations of oxygen abundance. In
Section 5, we discuss what causes the observed azimuthal
variations and propose a simple chemical model that can
quantitatively explain our observations. Throughout the paper,
we adopt the physical properties of NGC 1365 listed in Table 1.
2. Observations and Data Reduction
NGC 1365 was observed as part of the TYPHOON Program
that uses the Progressive Integral Step Method also know as
“step-and-stare” or “stepped-slit” technique to construct 3D
data of nearby galaxies. Details about the TYPHOON Program
will be presented in a forthcoming paper (M. Seibert et al.
2017, in preparation). Here, we provide a short summary,
focusing on aspects immediately relevant to this study.
NGC 1365 was observed using the Wide Field reimaging
CCD (WFCCD) imaging spectrograph on the 2.5m du Pont
telescope at the Las Campanas Observatory. The WFCCD has a
ﬁeld of view of 25′ and we construct the 3D data cube using a
custom long-slit (18′×1 65; 0.5 arcminute2) which was placed
along the north–south direction and progressively scanned across
the galaxy through stepping and staring. Each pointing position
was integrated for 600 s before the slit was moved by one slit
width in the east–west direction for the next integration. This
Table 1
NGC 1365
Property Value Note Reference
Distancea 18.1Mpc HST tip of red giant branch Jang et al. (2017)
Hubble type SB(s)b L RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991)
*Mlog 10.970 Scaled from S
4G to the assumed distance S4G (Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2013)
b/a 0.82 Axis-ratio of J+H+K image at s3 isophote 2MASS LGA (Jarrett et al. 2003)
Inclination 35 .7 = --
( )
cos inc.
b a q
q
2
1
2
0
2
0
2 , assuming q0=0.2
Hubble (1926)
P.A. 49 .5 Position angle of J+H+K isophote (east of north) 2MASS LGA (Jarrett et al. 2003)
R25 5 61 Mean radius of 25 magarcsec
−2 isophote (B-band) RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991)
Note.
a 1″=87.8 pc; 1′=4.9 kpc.
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procedure was repeated until the optical disk of NGC 1365 was
covered. In total, 223 observations covering an area of
approximately 6′×18′were taken during 15 nights over four
observing runs in 2011 November, 2016 January, 2016
February, and 2016 August. Observations were performed only
when the seeing was less than the slit width of 1. 65.
Spectrophotometric ﬂux standards were observed each night.
The data are reduced using standard long-slit data reduction
techniques. The wavelength calibration has a typical root-mean-
square value 0.05Å for the entire data set. Flux calibration is
accurate to 2% at the spaxel scale over the range of
4500–7500Å. The reduced long-slit 2D spectra are tiled together
to form the 3D data cube. The ﬁnal reduced data cube covers a
wavelength range of 3650–8150Å, with spectral and spatial
samplings of 1.5Å and 1 65, respectively. From ﬁtting
Gaussians to ﬁeld stars in the reduced data cube, we estimate
that the full width at half maximum of the point-spread function
is approximately 2″, which corresponds to approximately 175pc
at the assumed distance (Table 1). The instrumental dispersion is
approximately 3.5Å (σ; correspond to »R 850 at 7000Å).
The left panel of Figure 1 shows the BVR color-composite
image extracted from the reduced 3D data cube. The middle
and right panels show the Hα ﬂux and gas velocity maps
derived from the data cube (see below for details).
3. Data Analysis
To probe the oxygen abundance distribution in NGC 1365, we
ﬁrst construct an Hα emission line map from the reduced data
cube. We then identify H II regions in the Hα map. The emission
line ﬂuxes of each H II region are then measured and subsequently
used to constrain the oxygen abundance and ionization parameter.
3.1. Measure Emission Line Fluxes
We measure emission line ﬂuxes using LZIFU (Ho 2016; Ho
et al. 2016). The emission line ﬁtting tool LZIFU adopts
PPXF(Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Cappellari 2017) to model
and subtract the stellar continuum, and the Levenberg–
Marquardt least-squares method to ﬁt emission lines as
Gaussians (Markwardt 2009). We ﬁt the stellar continuum
using the MIUSCAT simple stellar population models (Vazdekis
et al. 2012) with 13 ages7 and 3 metallicities.8 For the emission
lines, we model eight emission lines simultaneously as simple
Gaussians (Hβ, [O III]λλ4959,5007, [N II]λλ6548,6583, Hα,
and [S II]λλ6716,6731). We tie together the velocities and
velocity dispersions of all the lines and ﬁx the ﬂux ratios of
[O III]λλ4959/5007 and [N II]λλ6548/6583 to those given by
quantum mechanics. Hereafter, we will remove the wavelength
subscription when appropriate, i.e., [O III] ≡ [O III]λ5007,
[N II] ≡ [N II]λ6583, and [S II] ≡ [S II]λ6716 + [S II]λ6731.
The emission line ﬁtting is ﬁrst performed on every pixel to
construct the Hα map. From this Hα map (Figure 1), we
identify H II regions using an adapted version of the IDL routine
HIIPHOT developed by Thilker et al. (2000). HIIPHOT identiﬁes
H II regions on narrowband Hα images using object recogni-
tion techniques that can accurately characterize the photometric
properties of H II regions, taking into account possible source
irregularity. HIIPHOT has been applied to narrowband images of
nearby galaxies to characterize physical properties of H II
regions (e.g., size distribution and luminosity function; Thilker
et al. 2002; Helmboldt et al. 2005, 2009). The initial detection
yields 308 H II regions on our Hα map, purely based on the Hα
surface brightness distribution in NGC 1365.
To robustly measure the H II region line ﬂuxes from the data,
we spatially bin our data cube based on the H II region mask to
produce synthetic H II region spectra. We then remeasure the
emission line ﬂuxes using the same procedure described above.
We reject regions with signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns) less than 3
in any of the diagnostic lines (Hβ, [O III], [N II], Hα, and [S II]),
Figure 1. Left: BVR color-composite image of NGC 1365 reconstructed from the data cube. Middle: Hα surface brightness distribution from ﬁtting the emission line
in the data cube. The two dashed ellipses correspond to 0.5× and ´ R1 25 in the frame of the galactic disk. Right: velocity ﬁeld derived from ﬁtting emission lines.
7 Equally spaced on a logarithmic scale between 0.063 and 15.85 Gyr.
8 = - +[ ]M H 0.71, 0, 0.22.
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and also those with line ratios inconsistent with photoionization
based on their [N II]/Hα and [O III]/Hβ line ratios (e.g. excited
by shocks or AGNs; Kewley et al. 2001; Kauffmann et al.
2003; Kewley et al. 2006). Based on these selection criteria,
212 H II regions enter our analysis. Figure 2 demonstrates the
quality of our H II region spectra. The four example spectra are
selected from the ﬁrst to the last quartiles based on S/N(Hα).
We note that identifying H II regions from seeing limited data
is non-trivial. It is particularly difﬁcult to separate H II region
complexes, especially toward the center of the galaxy due to
source crowding. The major purpose of building an H II region
mask and synthesizing H II region spectra is to increase the S/N
of the weak lines and avoid the line ﬂuxes being contaminated by
non-thermal emission (e.g. diffuse ionized gas, shocked, AGNs,
etc.). It is possible that one “H II region” deﬁned in our analysis
may contain multiple, poorly resolved H II regions. In this case,
the oxygen abundance and ionization parameter derived using the
integrated line ﬂuxes are approximately the luminosity-weighted
mean oxygen abundance and ionization parameter.
3.2. Oxygen Abundance and Ionization Parameter
We constrain the oxygen abundance and ionization para-
meter of each H II region using a grid of H II region
photoionization models. We ﬁrst extinction correct each H II
region based on its Balmer decrement (i.e., Hα/Hβ=2.86 for
case-B recombination), assuming the extinction curve para-
meterized by Cardelli et al. (1989, assuming RV=3.1).
Our H II region photoionization grid that forms the basis of
our analysis are the latest MAPPINGSIV photoionization models
from Dopita et al. (2013, D13). Speciﬁcally, these models use
STARBURST99 stellar atmospheres (Leitherer et al. 1999) and
solar abundances of the ISM from Grevesse et al. (2010), and
assume a pressure of =P k 105 ( ~ -n 10 cm 3) and that the
electrons follow a Maxewell–Boltzmann distribution (k = ¥).
For full details, see D13.
To map the measured H II region line emission onto the
photoionization model grid and determine the physical para-
meters, we employ the Bayesian inference code IZI(Blanc et al.
2015). IZI computes the posterior probability distributions given
the grid and line ﬂuxes. We report here the marginalized mean
oxygen abundances and ionization parameters calculated by IZI,
assuming ﬂat prior probability distributions for both parameters,
bounded by the limits of the photoionization grid.
We note that the oxygen abundance can be derived from
multiple diagnostics and calibrations in the literature. Different
methods often yield discrepant oxygen abundances (see
Kewley & Ellison 2008 and references therein). In general,
the relative values of the oxygen abundance are robust on a
statistical basis, but the absolute values can differ by over
0.3dex. A common, practical approach is to convert the
oxygen abundances derived from different calibrations to a
common scale using empirical relationships, for example, those
determined by Kewley & Ellison (2008). This approach is not
adopted in this work because we make no attempt to compare
between results derived from multiple calibrations. In fact, the
H II region oxygen abundances derived from temperature
sensitive auroral lines by Bresolin et al. (2005) are approxi-
mately 0.7 solar, approximately 0.35dex lower than those
derived from the D13 grid. Although we only present the
oxygen abundances derived from the D13 grid in the main
body of the paper, we show in Appendix A the oxygen
abundances derived from other calibrations. We emphasize that
the main results of this work are independent of the adopted
diagnostics and calibrations.
4. Results
4.1. Oxygen Abundance and Ionization Parameter Maps
Figure 3 presents the oxygen abundance (in + ( )12 log O H )
and ionization parameter ( qlog ) maps of NGC 1365. Overall,
the oxygen abundance distribution in NGC 1365 shows a
clear radial gradient, with abundances that are, on average, higher
at smaller radii than at larger radii. The ionization parameter map,
however, shows no clear visible structure or radial gradient.
4.2. Oxygen Abundance and Ionization Parameter Gradients
We present radial proﬁles of the oxygen abundance and
ionization parameter in Figure 4. The geometric centers of the H II
regions are deprojected to the galactic disk frame using the
parameters tabulated in Table 1, assuming a circular thin disk. To
quantify the observed oxygen abundance and ionization parameter
gradients, we perform unweighted least-squares linear ﬁts. We ﬁt
the bootstrapped data 1000 times and report the means and
standard deviations of the best ﬁts. The best-ﬁt gradients are
shown in Figure 4 and the parameters are summarized in Table 2.
The negative oxygen abundance gradient in NGC 1365 is
consistent with those measured in other ﬁeld galaxies in the local
universe (Ho et al. 2015). The ionization parameters are consistent
with presenting a ﬂat gradient.
We note that at small radii (<5 kpc) there are indications that
the oxygen abundances and ionization parameters are system-
atically higher than the linear ﬁts. However, “H II regions”
Figure 2. Examples of the H II region spectra. The four scaled spectra demonstrate our data quality from the ﬁrst to the last S/N(Hα) quartiles (top to bottom; S/N
(Hα)=276, 104, 64, and 37).
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deﬁned here suffer from source crowding (see above). Their
line ratios could also be contaminated by the central AGN and
AGN-driven outﬂows (Lena et al. 2016). It is possible that this
feature is an artifact.
4.3. Azimuthal Variation of Oxygen Abundance
A more subtle, yet striking, feature in Figure 3 is the azimuthal
variation of oxygen abundance. On the color-composite image
and Hα map (Figure 1) the two spiral arms in NGC 1365 are well
deﬁned by the prominent young stars and bright H II regions. A
secondary set of H II regions can be identiﬁed on the leading side
of the main spiral arms. These “downstream” H II regions are
particularly obvious on the Hα map as strings of dimmer yet
continuously distributed H II regions virtually parallel to the spiral
arms. In Figure 3, these downstream H II regions appear to have,
on average, lower oxygen abundances compared to regions on the
spiral arms at similar radii.
To quantify the azimuthal variation, we ﬁrst deﬁne where the
main spiral arms are. We ﬁt the analytic formula proposed by
Ringermacher & Mead (2009) to bright H II regions on the main
spiral arms, which we identiﬁed by eye. The analytic formula is
designed to quantitatively characterize spiral galaxies along the
Hubble sequence, including grand design and barred spirals.
There are six parameters in the formula, including three
parameters (N B A, , ) describing the shape of the spiral and bar
patterns in the frame of the galaxy, and three Euler angles
(a b g, , ) describing the projection from the frame of the galaxy
to the plane of the sky. We use the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm to minimize the cost function that is deﬁned to be the
sum of squares of the distances from individual H II regions to the
spiral arms. We adopt the parameters in Figure 3 of Ringermacher
& Mead (2009) as the initial guess and arrive at the best-ﬁt values
(N, B, A, α, β, γ)=(6.66, 0.99, 3 67, 48°.4, 59°.2, 29°.2).
The best-ﬁt spiral pattern is shown in Figure 5. We
categorize each H II region based on its position relative to
the best-ﬁt spiral pattern. Within 1.5kpc (=0 3) of the spiral
pattern, the H II regions belong to the main spiral arms (“spiral”
in Figure 5). Those regions within the central 7kpc in the
frame of the galactic disk (approximately where the best-ﬁt
spiral arms begin) are labeled as “central/bar.” The remaining
regions are classiﬁed as “downstream” or “upstream” based on
their positions relative to the spiral arms. We will focus on
discussing the “spiral,” “upstream,” and “downstream” regions
in the rest of the paper.
In Figure 6, we present again the oxygen abundance and
ionization parameter gradients and color-code the data points
based on the different groups deﬁned in Figure 5. Figure 6
Figure 3. Gas-phase oxygen abundance (left) and ionization parameter (right) maps. Each region on the maps correspond to one H II region identiﬁed in the Hα map
in Figure 1. We note that the abundance scale here is directly from the photoionization model of Dopita et al. (2013). The oxygen abundances measured from
temperature sensitive auroral lines by Bresolin et al. (2005) are approximately 0.7 solar.
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further demonstrates the azimuthal variation visible on the
oxygen abundance map (Figure 3). The H II regions that belong
to the spiral arms have systematically higher oxygen abundances
than the other regions at the same galactocentric distances. The
upstream regions have oxygen abundances in between the main
spiral and downstream H II regions. A total of 73 of the 96 (76%)
main spiral H II regions are above the best-ﬁt abundance
gradient. In contrast, only 13/76 (17%) of the downstream
H II regions are above the best-ﬁt abundance gradient. The
distributions of the residuals, after the best-ﬁt radial gradient
is subtracted, are statistically different (Figure 6 histogram).
Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests suggest that the null
hypotheses that the residuals of the spiral-downstream, spiral-
upstream, and downstream-upstream regions are drawn from the
same distributions can effectively be ruled out ( - =p value
´ -1.8 10 16, ´ -1.8 10 5, and ´ -3.2 10 5, respectively).
We also perform the same least-squares linear ﬁts to the spiral
arm, downstream and upstream H II regions. The best-ﬁt oxygen
abundance gradients shown in Figure 6 demonstrate the
systematic differences between the different groups of H II
regions. The best-ﬁt parameters are tabulated in Table 2. It is
worth pointing out that the majority of the upstream H II regions
(21/27; 78%) are in between the best-ﬁt gradients deﬁned by the
spiral arm and downstream H II regions.
In Figure 7, we present the azimuthal variations more clearly by
subtracting the best-ﬁt radial gradient from the oxygen abundance
Figure 4. Oxygen abundance (left panels) and ionization parameter (right panels) gradients in NGC 1365. Each color point corresponds to one H II region in Figure 3.
The black solid lines are the linear best ﬁts. The negative abundance gradients are well deﬁned, but the ionization parameter gradients are consistent with being ﬂat.
The best-ﬁt lines are parametrized in Table 2.
Table 2
Oxygen Abundance and Ionization Parameter Gradients
Selection Slope Slope Offset
-( )dex kpc 1 -( )dex R251 (dex)
+ ( )12 log O H
All -  ´ -( )1.25 0.12 10 2 −0.37±0.04 9.083±0.018
Spiral -  ´ -( )1.32 0.12 10 2 −0.39±0.04 9.155±0.019
Downstream -  ´ -( )0.99 0.19 10 2 −0.29±0.06 8.960±0.030
Upstream -  ´ -( )1.61 0.29 10 2 −0.48±0.09 9.122±0.038
-( )qlog cm s 1
All -  ´ -( )2.58 1.85 10 3 −0.08±0.05 7.207±0.028
Spiral -  ´ -( )3.97 2.04 10 3 −0.12±0.06 7.250±0.035
Downstream +  ´ -( )5.18 4.64 10 3 0.15±0.14 7.067±0.066
Upstream -  ´ -( )1.87 9.32 10 3 −0.06±0.28 7.161±0.112
Figure 5. Classiﬁcation of H II regions based on their positions relative to the
spiral pattern. The background grayscale shows the Hα map presented Figure 1.
The solid curve indicates the spiral arms deﬁned by ﬁtting the analytic formula
proposed by Ringermacher & Mead (2009) to bright H II regions on the spiral
arms. The colored contours outline the H II regions identiﬁed by HIIPHOT and
presenting emission line ratios consistent with photoionization. The different colors
correspond to the different groups of H II regions described in Section 4.3.
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map. If there are no azimuthal variations, the residual map should
present only random ﬂuctuations. However, Figure 7 shows that
the residuals correlate strongly with the spiral pattern.
To summarize, while overall there is a negative oxygen
abundance gradient in NGC 1365, we ﬁnd pronounced azimuthal
variations. The H II regions on the spiral arms present, on average,
about 0.2dex higher oxygen abundance than the downstream H II
regions. The upstream H II regions have abundances in between
the main spiral arm and downstream H II regions.
5. Discussion
5.1. What Causes the Azimuthal Variation
of Oxygen Abundance?
The azimuthal variations of oxygen abundance correlate
strongly with the spiral pattern, with the positive abundance
residuals peaking on the spiral arms. This implies that the
physical processes driving the azimuthal variations are related
to the dynamics of the gas and spiral pattern.
In Figure 8, we unwrap the 2D spatial abundance variations.
We ﬁrst calculate the azimuthal angle difference between each
H II region and the spiral arms (at the same radial distance),
f f- spiral. We then match and align the two spiral arms such
that the two arms are both at f f- = 0spiral and the phase
angle spans 180°. The gas orbital motion in NGC 1365 ﬂows in
the clockwise direction, corresponding to increasing f f- spiral
in Figure 8 (see below).
If the pattern in Figure 8 persists over several orbital periods,
then Figure 8 suggests that there are two different phases when
a parcel of gas orbits around the galaxy. In the ﬁrst phase, the
gas parcel travels from downstream, through the inter-arm
region, reaches the upstream, and enters the spiral arm. During
this period, the oxygen abundance increases over time. In the
second phase, the gas parcel goes from the spiral arm to
the downstream region, and experiences a sudden drop in the
oxygen abundance. After the second phase, the gas parcel starts
another rotation between phase 1 and phase 2.
In the ﬁrst phase, the fact that the ﬂow direction coincides
with the direction of increasing oxygen abundance strongly
suggests that self-enrichment is the main mechanism driving
Figure 6. Oxygen abundance (left panels) and ionization parameter (right panels) gradients in NGC 1365. Each color point corresponds to one H II region in Figure 3.
The different color symbols correspond to the different groups of H II regions shown in Figure 5. The black solid lines are the overall best ﬁts. The red, blue, and green
dashed lines are the linear best ﬁts to the “Spiral,” “Downstream,” and “Upstream” H II regions, respectively. The bottom panels show the residuals, i.e.,after
subtracting the black solid lines. The best-ﬁt parameters are tabulated in Table 2.
Figure 7. Oxygen abundance map after subtracting the best-ﬁt radial
abundance gradient (i.e., Figure 6). The azimuthal variations of oxygen
abundance are now clearly visible.
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the azimuthal variations. The time available for self-enrichment
is approximately the dynamical time traveling through the
inter-arm region, which depends on the rotation curve and the
angular pattern speed of the spiral arms.
Although there is no direct estimate for the spiral pattern
speed, there are several observational characteristics that
suggest a likely range of values. The spiral, which appears to
emanate from the ends of the bar, could be linked to the bar
dynamics, for example. Different values of the bar co-rotation
radius—where the bar pattern speed is equal to the angular
rotation rate of the disk material—range from 100″ to 150″
(8.8–13.2 kpc), based on models of the H I or ionized
gas velocity ﬁelds (Teuben et al. 1986; Lindblad et al. 1996;
Vera-Villamizar et al. 2001; Zánmar Sánchez et al. 2008, see
Table 5 in Speights & Rooke 2016 and references therein).
The corresponding bar pattern speed ranges from 2.0 to
- -3.1 km s arcsec1 1 (22.8– - -35.3 km s kpc1 1). However, it
seems unlikely that the spiral rotates with the same speed as
the bar, as the majority of the observed H II regions at radii
between 10 and 20kpc lie on the convex side of the old stellar
spiral arms, suggesting that they must lie inside the spiral
co-rotation radius. We thus favor scenarios in which the spiral
rotates with its own, lower speed that is dynamically linked to
that of the bar via mode-coupling (Masset & Tagger 1997). In
either of the the two most commonly identiﬁed mode-coupling
scenarios—involving the overlap of the bar’s co-rotation radius
with either the inner Lindblad resonance of the spiral or its
ultra-harmonic resonance—the bar pattern speed noted above
implies the spiral arm pattern speed is either - -17 km s kpc1 1 and
- -7 km s kpc1 1, respectively (Masset & Tagger 1997). This
would place the spiral’s co-rotation radius between 180″ and 350″
(16–31 kpc), and the majority of the H II regions would lie inside
this radius (60%–100%). In this scenario, the region where we
observe abundance variations sits between the co-rotation radii of
the bar and spiral arms. For the likely range of spiral pattern
speeds, we estimate that the dynamical time to pass from one
spiral arm to the next should be approximately 200–400Myr.
This range of inter-arm dynamical times corresponds to
approximately a few tens of generations of massive stars. The
oxygen produced by these stars, however, is not able to propagate
far away from the production sites because the dynamical time is
too short to effectively homogenize the chemical abundance via
turbulent transport in a differentially rotating disk. Roy & Kunth
(1995) examine a variety of hydrodynamical processes and
estimate the mixing timescale for 1–10kpc scales to be around
1Gyr. The mixing time for 0.1–1kpc scales is much shorter
(108 year). de Avillez & Mac Low (2002) adopt a three-
dimensional, supernova-driven ISM model to estimate the time-
scales for supernova explosions to erase different tracer ﬁelds in a
´ ´1 1 20 kpc box. They found a mixing time of approximately
350Myr for a Galactic supernova rate, with the mixing time
decreasing with increasing supernova rate. Thus, we could expect
chemical homogeneity only on sub-kiloparsec scales.
The chemical enrichment on sub-kiloparsec scales could be
enhanced by localized metal recycling, because succeeding star
formation is likely to be triggered close to where the previous
generations of massive stars have exploded. The virtually parallel
spiral-like structures downstream from the spiral arms (particularly
pronounced in the northern arm) are consistent with this hypothesis
of triggered star formation. By recycling the enriched ISM, new
generations of massive stars can reach progressively higher
chemical abundances. The net effect is that the oxygen abundance
in localized volumes contaminated by star formation increases over
time (Elmegreen 1998). The rest of the ISM stays at roughly the
same chemical abundance. Since the oxygen abundances we
measured require the presence of H II regions, we are only probing
some fraction of the ISM that is being enriched continuously by
star formation. This ﬁrst, self-enrichment phase of rising oxygen
abundance is likely driven by localized self-enrichment.
In the second phase, the oxygen abundance drops by about
0.2dex from its peak on the spiral arms to the downstream
regions. Dynamical effects by the density waves are likely to play
a key role. When the gas enters the spiral density wave, molecular
clouds close to the previous star-formation sites (which are already
quasi-unstable) can form stars more efﬁciently. Their higher
Figure 8. Left: oxygen abundance residuals vs. phase angle relative to the spiral arms in the plane of the galaxy. The two spiral arms are matched in their phase angles
and aligned to f f- = 0spiral . An increase in the phase angle corresponds to the clockwise direction in the 2D maps, the same direction as the circular gas ﬂows. The
dashed line is the best-ﬁt asymmetric triangle wave function. Right: histograms of the oxygen abundance residuals.
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metallicities facilitate the cooling and cloud collapse (Kobayashi
et al. 2007). The higher star-formation rate surface density on the
spiral arm increases the supernova rate, resulting in a shorter
mixing time. de Avillez & Mac Low (2002) show that the mixing
time depends on the inverse square root of the supernova rate in
their supernova-driven ISM simulations. In addition, frequent
cloud–cloud collisions in the spiral arm also facilitate ISM mixing.
The giant molecular cloud number density could increase by a
factor of 20 or more in spiral arms, leading to a decrease in
collision timescale by the same factor (Dobbs & Pettitt 2014).
Higher cloud–cloud collision speeds are also expected (Fujimoto
et al. 2014). We therefore expect a shorter mixing timescale in the
spiral arms than the inter-arm regions. Chemical homogeneity is
possible on a spatial scale larger than that in the inter-arm region.
This efﬁcient mixing results in the dilution of more enriched gas by
less enriched gas. This is because the oxygen produced by
previous generations of stars and concentrated in and around active
star-formation sites can now be redistributed and mixes with the
rest of the ISM. The measured H II region oxygen abundances
therefore drop in the second, mixing-and-dilution phase.
5.2. A Simple Chemical Evolution Model
To test if the picture described above can be quantitatively
compared with the observations, we construct a simple, analytical
chemical evolution model, based on Edmunds (1990).
First, we consider a spatial element with gas mass mg, oxygen
mass mo, and oxygen abundance Z (ºm mo g). The spatial
element starts from the downstream side and moves through the
inter-arm region to the upstream and spiral arm regions. We
denote the beginning and the end of this period as t0 to t1 with
the subscripts 0 and 1, respectively. During this period, only a
fraction of the gas in some small volume (with mass fraction f )
is inﬂuenced by star formation (with the star-formation rate ψ).
Inside that small volume (with mass fraction f ), the gas and
oxygen are well-mixed in a short timescale such that the
instantaneous recycling assumption holds. The oxygen abun-
dance inside that small volume increases over time (to yZ1, ), but
the oxygen abundance of the rest of the gas remains the same
( =ÆZ Z1, 0). Since H II regions form only in the small volume
inﬂuenced by star formation, we only observe the abundance of
the more enriched gas in the spatial element, but not the majority
( - f1 ) of the gas that stays at the lower abundance, =ÆZ Z1, 0.
After the spatial element reaches the spiral arm and experiences
a burst of star formation, the mixing timescale becomes short and
thus the higher abundance gas enriched by star formation
( = yZ Z1, ) mixes quickly with the gas uncontaminated by star
formation ( = =ÆZ Z Z1, 0). This decreases the oxygen abun-
dance and the overall oxygen abundance is now =Z Z2. Here,
we ignore the oxygen production from the burst of star formation
and consider only gas mixing. This simpliﬁcation is reasonable
given that the time from t1 to t2 is short.
In this simple model, the period between t0 and t1 represents
the self-enrichment phase described in the previous subsection,
and t1 to t2 the mixing-and-dilution phase. Here, we assume
that inﬂows and outﬂows play sub-dominant roles over the half
rotation cycle considered, i.e., closed-box chemical evolution.
If the gas mass and oxygen mass are mg,0 and mo,0 at =t t0,
then at =t t1 the gas mass inside the volume inﬂuenced by star
formation is
ò y= - -y ( ) ( ) ( )m fm R t dt1 , 1t
t
g,1, g,0
0
1
and the oxygen mass is
ò òy y= + - -y ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
m fm y t dt R Z t t dt1 .
2
t
t
t
t
o,1, o,0 o
0
1
0
1
Here, R is the returned mass fraction (i.e., fraction of the stellar
mass, which goes back to ISM through stellar winds) and yo is the
oxygen yield. For the rest of the volume unaffected by star
formation, the gas mass, oxygen mass, and oxygen abundance
remain the same, i.e.,
= -Æ ( ) ( )m f m1 , 3g,1, g,0
= -Æ ( ) ( )m f m1 , 4o,1, o,0
and
= = =Æ Æ Æ ( )Z Z m m m m . 5o,1, 0 o,1, g,1, o,0 g,0
At =t t2, the total gas mass inside the spatial element is then
= - + y( ) ( )m f m m1 , 6g,2 g,0 g,1,
and the total oxygen mass
= - + y( ) ( )m f m m1 . 7o,2 o,0 o,1,
The difference in logarithmic abundance between t1 and t0 is
- =y y y ( )Z Z m m
m m
log log log , 81, 0
o,1, g,1,
o,0 g,0
between t1 and t2
- =y y y ( )Z Z m m
m m
log log log , 91, 2
o,1, g,1,
o,2 g,2
and between t0 and t2
- = ( )Z Z m m
m m
log log log . 102 0
o,2 g,2
o,0 g,0
To simplify the integrals in Equations (1) and (2), we assume
that y ( )t is constant, and the third right-hand side term in
Equation (2), Z(t), is a constant over the period t0 to t1, i.e.,»( )Z t m mo,0 g,0. We discuss the second assumption in
Appendix B. Equations (8)–(10) then become
y
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D
- - Dy
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⎝⎜
⎞
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ˆ
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ˆ
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ˆ
( ) ˆ
ˆ
( ) ˆ
Z Z
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m
log log log , 12
y t
f R t
y t
R t
1, 2
o,0
1
o,0
1 1
o
o
and
y
y- = +
D
- - D
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
ˆ
ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ
( )Z Z y t
m R m t
log log log 1
1
, 132 0
o
o,0 o,0
where = =mˆ m m Zo,0 o,0 g,0 0, y y=ˆ mg,0 and D = -t t t1 0.
To compare Equations (11) to (13) to our observation, we
need to know mo, mg, and ψ. Unfortunately, large area CO
mapping for the molecular gas disk has not been conducted yet.
Tabatabaei et al. (2013) used the m870 m dust continuum
emission to estimate the molecular gas mass of the disk. They
estimated a total gas mass Mg of ´ M15.1 109 (H I + H2),
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and a total SFR of the disk of -M7.0 yr 1 (from FUV) and-M16.7 yr 1 (from total infrared luminosity).
We assume that the spatial element at =t t0 has y mg and
m mo g similar to the global average of the disk, i.e.,
y y= » ´
-

ˆ ( )m M
M
12 yr
15.1 10
14g,0
1
9
and
= = »ˆ ( )m m Z m 0.004. 15o,0 g,0 0 o,0
The former corresponds to a depletion time of =tdep
y =m 1.26 Gyrg,0 , comparable to those measured in other
nearby spiral galaxies (Bigiel et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2013).
The latter corresponds to the oxygen abundance of approxi-
mately 0.7 solar, as measured by Bresolin et al. (2005) from
H II regions in NGC 1365 using the direct temperature method.
We adopt an oxygen yield yo of 0.00313 and a return mass
fraction R of 0.4. The oxygen yield is constrained empirically by
Kudritzki et al. (2015) to reproduce the Cepheids metallicity
gradient in the Milky Way. For Dt , we use the dynamical time
traveling between spiral arms estimated in the previous subsection,
i.e.,Dt of 300Myr. Assuming the mass fraction f of 0.4, we reach
- =y ( )Z Zlog log 0.23, 161, 0
- =y ( )Z Zlog log 0.15, 171, 2
and
- = ( )Z Zlog log 0.08. 182 0
These results are in agreement with our ﬁndings that the
downstream H II regions, on average, have approximately
0.2dex lower oxygen abundance than the spiral arm H II
regions (e.g., Figures 7 and 8).
We note that the assumed f can be compared with the fact that
approximately 10%–30% of the disk area in typical star-forming
galaxies is occupied by H II regions at any given time, while the
rest by the diffuse ionized gas (Roy & Kunth 1995; Zurita et al.
2000). The calculation above only considers a set of ﬁducial
numbers for yo, R, Dt, and f, each of which may carry some
systematic uncertainties. In Appendix B, we investigate further
the model behavior when these quantities deviate from the
ﬁducial values.
Our toy model is certainly too simple to fully describe
reality. However, by adopting reasonable guesses for the model
parameters and mean physical properties (i.e., star-formation
rate, gas content, and oxygen abundance) we can already
reproduce the observed abundance variations to within 0.1dex.
This suggests that the key underlying physical processes are
already captured by the two-phase toy model.
5.3. The Chemical Evolution Carousel of Spiral Galaxies
We summarize the picture described above in Figure 9.
When a spatial element orbits around a galaxy, the long-term
evolution of ISM oxygen abundance over multiple orbital
periods is determined by star formation, which drives the
oxygen production. In the absence of inﬂows and outﬂows (i.e.,
virtually closed-box evolution), the oxygen abundance
increases monotonically with time. However, the short-term,
half orbital cycle evolution is also controlled by how quickly
gas can mix. When gas travels through the inter-arm region,
inefﬁcient mixing results in localized metal recycling, leading
to the rapid increase of oxygen abundance in the vicinities of
H II regions. Efﬁcient mixing due to passing of a spiral density
wave dilutes and homogenizes the localized overabundance,
and thus the measured H II region oxygen abundance decreases.
The rotation of the self-enrichment and mixing-and-dilution
phases leaves an imprint on the long-term evolution of ISM
oxygen abundance in the form of the observed azimuthal
variations. The zigzag pattern of oxygen abundance in the time
domain is a natural consequence of the two-phase cycling,
which can be qualitatively reproduced with more realistic
chemical evolution models (e.g., Kobayashi et al. 2011).
In this picture, localized metal recycling in the inter-arm
regions is one of the keys to producing large azimuthal
variations that can be observed more easily. For the same star-
formation rate and gas content, galaxies with longer inter-arm
dynamical times are expected to experience more generations
of star formation and thus build up larger azimuthal variations
of oxygen abundance. This prediction can be tested by
observing galaxies with different spiral arm pitch angles,
pattern speeds, and numbers of spiral arms.
5.4. The Role of Radial Gas Flows
In the picture described above, radial gas ﬂows are assumed to
play a sub-dominant role. However, large-scale streaming motions
are known to affect the spatial distribution of abundances. Grand
et al. (2016) use a high-resolution cosmological zoom simulation
Figure 9. Schematics illustrating the two different phases gas experiences
when orbiting circularly in a spiral galaxy. The ﬁgure is not to scale.
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of a Milky-Way-sized halo to demonstrate that radial ﬂows
associated with the spiral arm can produce an overdensity of
metal-rich stars on the trailing side (upstream) of the spiral arm
and an overdensity of metal-poor star on the leading side
(downstream). This is a result of the ﬂows offsetting the existing
negative metallicity gradient in the radial direction. The gas ﬂows
radially outward at the trailing side (upstream) and inward at the
leading side (downstream) of the spiral arm. This systematic
motion yields, at a ﬁxed radius, a metal-rich trailing edge
(downstream), a metal-poor leading edge (upstream), and an
intermediate metallicity on the spiral arm. Such a signature
has been observed by Sánchez-Menguiano et al. (2016a) in
NGC 6754 using MUSE. Sánchez-Menguiano et al. ﬁnd that the
trailing side has approximately 0.1dex (peak-to-peak) higher H II
region oxygen abundance than the leading side, consistent with
the amplitude seen in the simulation by Grand et al. (2015).
The signature reported by Sánchez-Menguiano et al. is not
observed in NGC 1365. We ﬁnd that the oxygen abundances on
the spiral arms are higher than both the leading (downstream) and
trailing (upstream) sides of the spiral arms. In addition, the oxygen
variations we observe are larger (0.4 dex; peak-to-peak) than
theirs. If we assume that a radially inward ﬂow persists over
150Myr (half of the inter-arm traveling time) with a speed of
-20 km s 1 (Schmidt et al. 2016), the ﬂow can travel approxi-
mately 3.1kpc and decrease the oxygen abundance by 0.04dex
(based on the oxygen abundance gradients in Table 2). It is
unclear whether the ﬂow rates and durations of the radial ﬂows
could be affected by different accretion histories that govern gas
infalling onto the disk. Under the simplest assumptions, the
0.04dex variation is not enough to explain our observation but is
in better agreement with Sánchez-Menguiano et al. (2016a). The
mechanisms shaping the abundance variations in NGC 1365 and
NGC 6754 are thus likely to be different.
6. Summary
We have investigated the oxygen abundance distribution of the
ISM in the spiral galaxy NGC 1365 using a new 3D data cube
constructed in the TYPHOON Program. About 200 H II regions
were identiﬁed from the Hα map extracted from the data cube.
We derived their oxygen abundances and ionization parameters
using ﬂux ratios of strong emission lines. We found the following.
1. There is a well-deﬁned negative oxygen abundance
gradient in NGC 1365, with a slope consistent with other
local star-forming galaxies. The ionization parameters are
consistent with a ﬂat gradient.
2. In addition to the radial dependency of oxygen abundance,
NGC 1365 presents pronounced, 0.2dex azimuthal varia-
tions of oxygen abundance. The variations correlate
systematically with the m=2 spiral arms in NGC 1365.
At a ﬁxed radius, the oxygen abundances are highest on the
spiral arms, lowest in the downstream side of the spiral
arms, and intermediate in the upstream side. The coherent
variations are seen in multiple abundance diagnostics and
calibrations over the radial range of 8–20 kpc (0.3–0.7 R25).
We argue that the systematic azimuthal variations of H II region
oxygen abundance are caused by the following processes.
When a parcel of gas travels from the downstream side of a
spiral arm, through the inter-arm region, and reaches the upstream
side of the next spiral arm, the oxygen produced by massive stars
can be mixed only with the nearby gas. This is because the mixing
timescales on sub-kiloparsec scales are shorter than the orbital
time, but the mixing timescales on kiloparsec scales are longer. In
the meantime, new generations of stars are also formed near where
the previous generations of massive stars explode, i.e.,induced star
formation. This results in localized metal recycling, which builds
up higher ISM oxygen abundances in small volumes within which
H II region oxygen abundances are measured. During this period,
some of the ISM remains at their original abundances because they
are not contaminated by star formation and mixing.
When the gas parcel enters the spiral arm, the spiral density
wave triggers a burst of star formation in gas that is already quasi-
unstable, i.e.,the gas that has high metallicities and is close to the
previous star-formation sites. The increase in star-formation rate
surface density and cloud–cloud collision frequency shortens the
mixing time. Thus, chemical homogeneity can be established in
volumes larger than those in the inter-arm region. Through
efﬁcient mixing, the previously more contaminated gas is diluted
by less contaminated gas, resulting in the lower H II region oxygen
abundances measured in the downstream side of the spiral arm.
We have calculated a simple chemical evolution model to
test if our picture could be quantitatively compared with
the observation. We found that our toy model can reproduce
the 0.2dex azimuthal variations assuming reasonable model
parameters. This suggests that the simple picture described
above already captures the key physical processes driving the
azimuthal variation of oxygen abundance in NGC 1365.
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Appendix A
Oxygen Abundance Derived from Other Calibrations
In the main text of the paper, we present the oxygen
abundance derived by IZI using the D13 model grids from
MAPPINGSIV. Here, we derive the oxygen abundance using
three different strong-line calibrations. We derive the oxygen
abundance using the O3N2 index ﬁrst introduced by Alloin
et al. (1979),
l b
l aº
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
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[ ]
[ ]
( )O3N2 log O 5007 H
N 6583 H
. 19
III
II
Due to the close proximity in wavelength of the two line pairs,
this index is insensitive to dust extinction. Pettini & Pagel
(2004, P04) and Marino et al. (2013, M13) have calibrated the
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Figure 10. Top row: oxygen abundances derived from different diagnostics and calibrations. From left to right: from the O3N2 diagnostic using the calibrations by
Pettini & Pagel (2004) and Marino et al. (2013), and from the N2S2 calibration by Dopita et al. (2016). Bottom row: corresponding oxygen abundance residual maps
after subtracting the best-ﬁt abundance gradients (see Figure 7). The dashed curves indicate the spiral pattern (see Figure 5). The azimuthal variations of oxygen
abundance are pronounced on all the maps.
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index to Te metallicity using high quality H II region spectra.
We adopt both calibrations to derive oxygen abundances.
We also calculate the oxygen abundance using the N2S2
diagnostic proposed by Dopita et al. (2016, D16). The
diagnostic involves the [N II]λ6583/[S II]λλ6716,6731 and
[N II]λ6583/Hα line ratios that are also insensitive to dust
extinction. D16 calibrate this diagnostic using the MAPPINGSV
code and show that the derived oxygen abundance is
insensitive to the change of ISM pressure.
The top row in Figure 10 presents the oxygen abundance
maps derived from the three calibrations and demonstrates that
the oxygen abundance gradients are pronounced in all the
maps. The radial gradients are also shown in Figure 11. In the
bottom row of Figure 10 and also Figure 11, we repeat
the same analysis in Section 4.3, i.e.,subtracting the best-ﬁt
radial gradients. The residual maps and residuals all show clear
azimuthal variations similar to those seen in Figures 6 and 7.
We also tabulate the best-ﬁt radial gradients in Table 3.
Appendix B
Chemical Evolution Model: Deviation
from the Fiducial Values
In Section 5.2, we calculate the chemical evolution model
using a set of ﬁducial values for the model parameters, i.e.,
 D =( ) ( )t f R y, , , 300 Myr, 0.4, 0.4, 0.00313o . In Figures 12
and 13, we explore how our model behaves around the ﬁducial
values. We note that in our model,Dt degenerates with ψ, i.e.,
doubling the star-formation rate has the same effect as doubling
the dynamical time because the same amount of oxygen is
produced.
In Figure 12, we ﬁx R and yo to their ﬁducial values and varyDt and f. At ﬁxed -fZ Zlog log1, 0 and -fZ Zlog log1, 2
values (left and middle panels), there are strong positive
correlations between Dt and f. This is because increasing Dt
and thus the amount of oxygen produced can be compensated
by distributing the oxygen into a larger box, i.e.,a larger
volume with mass fraction f. Over the plausible dynamical time
of NGC 1365 (200–400Myr; Section 5.1), f of approximately
0.3–0.6 is required to reproduce our observation. This range
can be compared to the fact that about 10%–30% of the disk
area in typical star-forming galaxies is occupied by H II regions
at any instance. It is also possible that f intrinsically correlates
withDt because a largerDt would allow more time for mixing
to chemically homogenize more gas. In the right panel of
Figure 12, -Z Zlog log2 0 does not depend on f. This is
because by t2 the oxygen produced inside the volume effected
by mixing is all returned to the spatial element considered.
In Figure 13, we ﬁx Dt and f, and vary R and yo. The
resulting abundance differences are relatively insensitive to the
return mass fraction R but depends strongly on the oxygen
yield yo. In this work, we use the empirically constrained yield
from Kudritzki et al. (2015). Theoretical oxygen yields are
considerably higher than the value we adopted. Vincenzo et al.
(2016) compile oxygen yields from different stellar models and
Figure 11. Oxygen abundance gradients derived from different diagnostics and calibrations. The different color symbols correspond to the different groups of H II
regions shown in Figure 5. The black solid lines are the linear best ﬁts of all the H II regions. The red, blue, and green dashed lines are the best ﬁts to the corresponding
groups of H II regions. The bottom panels show the residuals, i.e.,after subtracting the black solid lines (D ( )log O H ). The best-ﬁt linear gradients are tabulated in
Table 3.
Table 3
Oxygen Abundance Gradient
Selection Slope Slope Offset
-( )dex kpc 1 -( )dex R251 (dex)
P04 + ( )12 log O H
All -  ´ -( )1.09 0.10 10 2 −0.32±0.03 8.771±0.015
Spiral -  ´ -( )1.08 0.12 10 2 −0.32±0.03 8.820±0.020
Downstream -  ´ -( )0.95 0.21 10 2 −0.28±0.06 8.681±0.033
Upstream -  ´ -( )1.40 0.33 10 2 −0.41±0.10 8.815±0.041
M13 + ( )12 log O H
All -  ´ -( )0.73 0.07 10 2 −0.22±0.02 8.561±0.010
Spiral -  ´ -( )0.73 0.07 10 2 −0.21±0.02 8.594±0.013
Downstream -  ´ -( )0.64 0.14 10 2 −0.19±0.04 8.501±0.021
Upstream -  ´ -( )0.96 0.23 10 2 −0.28±0.07 8.592±0.028
D16 + ( )12 log O H
All -  ´ -( )1.39 0.15 10 2 −0.41±0.04 8.812±0.021
Spiral -  ´ -( )1.32 0.15 10 2 −0.39±0.05 8.861±0.022
Downstream -  ´ -( )1.15 0.26 10 2 −0.34±0.08 8.693±0.040
Upstream -  ´ -( )1.97 0.55 10 2 −0.58±0.16 8.880±0.066
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show that the oxygen yields differ signiﬁcantly from model to
model (see Vincenzo et al. 2016 and references therein). The
oxygen yield is sensitive to the assumed initial mass function
and upper mass cut-off. The theoretical oxygen yields span a
wide range from 0.007 to 0.04. In Figure 13, we show that if
the yield is 0.04 then one expects approximately 1dex oxygen
abundance difference when gas goes through the inter-arm
region (left panel). Even after mixing, one expects a 0.5dex
increase in oxygen abundance only after the gas orbits half of
the galaxy (right panel). Such a large change in the oxygen
abundances is not observed.
When deriving Equations (11)–(13), we assume that Z(t) in
the third right-hand side term of Equation (2) can be
approximated by a constant, »( )Z t m mo,0 g,0, which we
adopt the mean observational value from Bresolin et al. (2005).
However, Z(t) is both a function of azimuthal angle (and thus
time) and radial distance. If we repeat the calculation with
0.15dex higher and lower Z(t), we reach ( -yZ Zlog log1, 0,
-yZ Zlog log1, 2, -Z Zlog log2 0) of (0.17, 0.11, 0.06) and
(0.27, 0.17, 0.10), respectively. Compared to (0.23, 0.15, 0.08)
in Equations (16)–(18), the differences are approximately
0.05dex. The constant approximation of Z(t) is not unreason-
able given that the measurement errors are about 0.3dex for
individual H II regions.
Finally, a direct prediction of our model is that the amplitude
of the oxygen abundance variations should depend on the inter-
arm traveling time. Assuming that the spiral arm pattern speed
is constant, the increase of inter-arm traveling time with
radius should yield larger abundance variations at larger radii.
However, this effect can be partly compensated by the lower
star-formation rate (less oxygen produced) and lower oxygen
abundance (see above) at larger radii. Investigating how the
abundance variation correlates with radius using a more
sophisticated chemical evolution model is beyond the scope
Figure 12. These three panels explore the simple chemical evolution model described in Section 5.2. The panels show how the model predictions change with
changing f and Dt . The black crosses mark the ﬁducial values for f and Dt . The other two parameters, yo and R, are ﬁxed at their ﬁducial values.
Figure 13. Same as Figure 13 but with different yo and R. The black crosses mark the ﬁducial values for yo and R. The other two parameters, f andDt , are ﬁxed at their
ﬁducial values.
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of this work. Oxygen abundances measured at a higher
accuracy will also be needed to know whether the amplitude
of the variations changes with radius.
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